Habitat fragmentation increasingly threatens the services provided by natural 19 communities and ecosystem worldwide. An understanding of the underlying eco-evolutionary 20 processes in natural settings is lacking, yet critical to realistic and sustainable conservation.
network experiencing various degrees of habitat fragmentation, we provide unique insights into 23 the processes underlying community functioning in real, natural conditions. The focal 24 community network comprises a parasitic butterfly of conservation concern, and its two 25 obligatory host species, a plant and an ant. We show that fragmentation of butterfly habitat has 26 the potential to impair the balance between dispersal and coevolution. This process can cause 27 coevolutionary burning spots of decreased genetic diversity and therefore of increased 28 extinction risk. We stress that ignoring such eco-evolutionary feed-backs inherent to the very 29 functioning of natural communities can strongly impact their persistence. whereas low (or high) levels of dispersal can deplete (or swamp) locally adapted communities.
49
However, the exact processes determining eco-evolutionary outcomes are highly variable,
50
shaped by species' genetic architecture, their phenotypic variation, the strength and amount of 51 interactions with local biotic and abiotic variables, and the eco-evolutionary feedbacks 52 resulting from interactions between each of these components (7, 13). This complexity is 53 compromising empirical validation of theoretical predictions, urging for a more realistic 54 perspective on the impacts of altered landscape connectivity on communities and ecosystems 55 (14-16).
56
Analogously to the interwoven nature of community dynamics and adaptive evolution,
57
we propose the integration of landscape genetic disciplines in community ecology (17) to Here we present the first empirical data showing how habitat fragmentation can impact 72 the eco-evolutionary dynamics propelling communities in natural settings. We focus on a 73 community system highly appreciated for its conservation value: the threatened and specialized
74
European butterfly Phengaris (=Maculinea) alcon alcon (the Alcon blue, hereafter "butterfly") 75 and its two obligatory hosts, a rare grassland plant Gentiana pneumonanthe (the march Gentian, (Table S1) .
85
Based on land use, plant requirements, and the biology of the butterfly, we mapped 86 butterfly dispersal probability across the landscape to obtain a relevant measure of landscape 87 connectivity for this species (Fig.1D , Table S2 and poorly connected sites (Fig.1D ).
99
We then explored how the genetic diversity within communities was affected by 100 landscape connectivity, local habitat size and altitude. Genetic diversity was calculated for 22 101 butterfly, 37 plant and 29 ant populations, based on high-quality single nucleotide 102 polymorphisms obtained through pooled RADseq (Fig.S3 ). We found a marked negative effect 103 of decreasing landscape connectivity on butterfly genetic diversity ( Fig.2A, Fig.S4 , Table S3 ), 104 implying a harmful effect of habitat fragmentation on its population dynamics. We also 105 observed that both butterfly and plant genetic diversity decreased with altitude (Fig.2B) .
106
Because census population sizes did not follow an altitudinal pattern (Fig. S5) , we devote this 107 result to historical post-glacial migration to higher altitudes followed by population expansion.
108
Together, landscape connectivity and altitude explained 74.23% (R²adj) of the variation in 109 butterfly genetic diversity.
110
Given the absence of a negative correlation between butterfly and host genetic diversity, 111 our results also suggest limited parasitic impact of the butterfly on its two host species. To 112 corroborate this theory, we compared ant and plant genetic diversity between sites with high 113 vs. low butterfly population density (i.e. high vs. low parasitic pressure), and sites where the 114 butterfly got extinct in the last 5 years (Table S1 ). The genetic diversity of the hosts did not 115 decrease with increased butterfly density (Fig.2D) , indicating that the hosts are not markedly 116 impacted by butterfly population dynamics. Importantly, this also suggests that conservation 117 efforts aiming to increase connectivity for butterflies would maintain the functioning of the 118 community network without compromising the host species.
119
The strong positive correlation between butterfly and plant genetic diversity, but not 120 between butterfly and ant genetic diversity (Fig.2C, Table S4 ), corresponds to the shared effect 121 of altitude on their genetic diversity (Fig.2B) . However, because the correlation between 122 butterfly and plant diversity is significant only where landscape connectivity is relatively low 123 (Fig.2C) , genetic diversity losses in the plant (the least mobile partner of the community) may altitude all contributed to the notable genetic structure of the butterfly and the plant (Fig.3A-137 C, Fig.S6 ). The genetic structure of the ant was less pronounced, although the southern clusters 138 were strongly differentiated owing to geographical isolation and altitudinal differences 139 (Fig.3C) . Together, these findings indicate an important role for spatial structure and the 140 associated abiotic clines in driving genetic differences among communities. On top of the 141 observed spatial effects, landscape connectivity influenced butterfly genetic structure (Fig.3A) , 142 suggesting that habitat fragmentation interferes with its metapopulation dynamics. As expected 143 from the complexity inherent to natural communities, a large part of the genetic structure 144 remains unexplained, and could be partially due to biotic interactions which are most often 145 ignored in landscape genetic studies.
146
We thus incorporated the genetic structure of the host species as a proxy for the biotic 147 environment of the butterfly, to identify the proportion of its genetic structure covarying with 148 host genetic structure while accounting for the abiotic environment. The resulting model (Table   149 S4) provides insights in unique, independent processes driving butterfly genetic structure, Table S4 ). Overall, most of the butterfly genetic variation co-varied 157 with the abiotic and biotic environment simultaneously (Fig.3D) , indicating shared effects 158 between the abiotic variables and the host genetic structure on butterfly genetic structure. This 159 is in line with our observation that shared abiotic conditions drive the genetic structure of the 160 three species (Fig.3A-C) .
161
Where landscape connectivity is high for the butterfly (Fig.3D, left panel) , we observed 162 strong common contributions of abiotic variables and host genetic structure to butterfly genetic Myrmica ant species has been demonstrated to be closely associated with its local surface chemistry signature, evolved to counter butterfly impacts (23). We conclude that spatial 178 community structure provides opportunities for coevolution, while frequent local butterfly 179 immigration (under high landscape connectivity) maintains relatively high levels of genetic 180 diversity within metapopulations.
181
Where landscape connectivity is low (Fig.3D, right panel, Fig.4B ), a more profound 182 relation between butterfly and host genetic structure was apparent. Host genetic structure
183
(plant: axes 2; ant: axis 3) and abiotic factors (axis 1) independently covaried with butterfly 184 genetic structure (Fig. 3D) populations of this study system are potentially connected to others (Fig.1D) , selection for 190 reduced dispersal seems unlikely. Because habitat fragmentation intensifies coevolutionary 191 pressures (Fig.3D, right panel) , while decreasing genetic diversity ( Fig.2A) and coevolutionary drivers of community dynamics.
216
Predicting how species will cope with global environmental changes is a key ambition in 217 evolutionary and ecological sciences. However, the lack of eco-evolutionary integration in 218 forecasting models may compromise their ability to predict range dynamics and to provide 219 realistic guidelines for sustainable conservation (27, 28). Based on our findings, we stress that partitioning (see Table S4 ). Only significant contributions are shown. 445 Table S1 . Spatial, genetic and demographic population characteristics. robustness, regression models were weighted by pool size and compared to unweighted models.
446

459
Weighing by pool size did not affect model parameters. 460 Table S5 . Overall coinertia analysis used to calculate degree of coevolutionary genetic parallellism 461 between the butterfly and its two hosts. 462
